INTERCESSION
by Louis Romano
The first novel in the series, introducing Vic Gonnella, the
gritty, street-wise, detective

About the Book~
A former seminarian...John Deegan,
molested as a boy,
takes justice into his own hands
The Bronx. A priest is found dead with a sharpened crucifix sticking in
his neck. A crazed killer on the loose or a damaged man with an
extreme sense of justice? Four, tough, New York City cops hot on the
trail, one with a painful secret. What happens when those we trust
most in our communities abuse that trust? Who should we believe?
Intercession is a fast-paced controversial crime thriller that penetrates
all the way into the heart of the Catholic Church and beyond to reveal
some uncomfortable truths
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About the Author~
Louis Romano, born in the Bronx in 1950, is a successful
businessman who began his literary career writing urban poetry in
1968. He began writing crime novels, with INTERCESSION debuting his
character, Detective Vic Gonnella. Romano is already at work on the
second installment of the Detective Vic Gonnella series, this one based
on a true, unsolved murder mystery involving a child. Although
passionate about writing, Louis is equally passionate about his work
with Road to Recovery, a non-profit charity that assists survivors of
clergy sexual abuse.

What they are saying...
"The book provides fast-paced and never ending suspense while
providing intimate details of precisely how a murder investigation
is conducted under the auspices of the brightest minds that the
NYPD and FBI have to offer. If you have even a slight interest in
pedophilia or fast paced crime novels, this book is for you with no
reservations whatsoever."

Author, Lowell Blankfeld

Clarion Review: 4 Stars
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